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Most consumer video cameras compress HD video to fit longer recordings
 on to tape and discs. For video editing compressed media needs to be
 decoded to play back each frame of video and this puts additional strain
 on your computer's CPU and limits real time editing effects. Capturing
 directly with Intensity bypasses camera compression by recording directly
 from the camera's image sensor, so a low cost consumer camera can be
 used to capture full HD resolution video in broadcast quality!

PCI Express, USB 3.0 or Thunderbolt™
It’s easy to add the amazing quality of Intensity to your laptop, desktop or
 computer workstation! Intensity is available in different models that
 connect to computers with the fastest PCIe, USB 3.0 or Thunderbolt™
 technology. Intensity uses the latest USB 3.0 and Thunderbolt™
 technology with the fastest data transfer speeds. Now you can capture the
 highest uncompressed 1080HD video with portable devices that are
 powered from the computer connection! That's truly portable!

Intensity Pro
Intensity Pro is a PCIe card for workstations.
 HDMI connections are built into the card and a
 breakout cable with RCA connectors is included
 for all your analog video and audio equipment. 
Read more >

Intensity Shuttle
Intensity Shuttle is perfect for portable use or
 moving quickly between computers. Available
 in two versions featuring either the latest fast
 Thunderbolt™ or USB 3.0 technology. 
Read more >

Intensity Extreme
Intensity Extreme is machined from a solid
 piece of aluminum and is both super tough and
 beautifully designed. Connects to your
 computer using fast Thunderbolt™ technology. 
Read more >

Professional Video Standards
Intensity offers the flexibility of working with compressed and
 uncompressed video in standard definition PAL/NTSC up to full 1080HD
 video. Now it’s possible to capture live game play, archive family movies
 and create amazing videos in full broadcast quality video! Blackmagic
 Design’s Media Express software is included for a complete capture and
 playback solution without the need for any additional software.

True HDMI Digital Connections
Intensity features the highest quality HDMI
 connections that are the worldwide standard
 for consumer digital video equipment. HDMI
 connects full HD video quality and digital audio
 to TVs and more. Read more >

Highest Quality Analog Connections
All Intensity models feature RCA connectors so
 you can use all types of analog video and audio
 equipment. Get full compatibility with analog
 component, composite and S-Video, in NTSC or
 PAL and with analog audio. Read more >

Use Popular Video Software
Video files are fully compatible with popular
 editing and design software including Apple
 Final Cut Pro, Adobe® Premiere Pro® CC, Avid
 Media Composer, Photoshop® CC and After
 Effects® CC.
Read more >

Highest Quality Video

Choose from a great range of Intensity models!

Incredible quality HDMI
 capture and playback!
Intensity lets you capture and playback in the most incredible quality HDMI
 and component analog video in both SD and HD. Smash the quality barrier
 for your video work because Intensity is not only the highest quality, but
 also affordable! Intensity features all the video connections you need to
 connect to video cameras, set-top boxes, game consoles, large screen
 TVs and projectors. Intensity is available in a choice of models featuring
 PCI Express, USB 3.0 or lightning fast Thunderbolt™ technology!
 From $199 View models >

Record your Game Play!
Connect Intensity to game consoles for amazing live action game play
 recording! Intensity features the same high quality electronics as
 Blackmagic Design’s high end broadcast capture and playback solutions!
 Now you can capture live game play with full quality and full motion
 without dropped frames. Archive your gaming forever in digital file
 formats that are easy to edit, store and playback.
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Next: Features

Intensity Pro PCIe capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0 USB 3.0 capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $239

Intensity Extreme Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $299
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Intensity features the highest quality HDMI input and output connections.
 HDMI is the worldwide standard for connecting digital consumer video
 equipment like cameras, set-top boxes and disk recorders. Intensity's
 HDMI output is perfect for monitoring full HD, HDV and even DV editing
 projects on the latest big screen TVs and HD video projectors! HDMI
 includes your audio, so you can connect to your TV with a single cable!

HDV and DV use heavy compression. This increases the load on your
 computer's CPU as editing software decodes the video just to display each
 frame. Working with uncompressed video leaves the CPU free for real time
 effects and your system will feel snappy and fast to use. As uncompressed
 HD requires a fast disk array, Intensity also works with compressed video
 that's higher quality than HDV. You can also use popular editing software
 codecs like Apple ProRes and Avid DNxHD.

Full HD Resolution
Intensity captures full HD images with 1920 x 1080 pixels for every video
 frame. HDV reduces the image size to 1440 pixels wide due to the
 limitations of camera storage and the data transfer speed of FireWire.
 Modern video cameras have built-in HDMI output and you can directly
 capture from the camera's image sensor. Now you can get professional
 quality images from low cost cameras and record the image sensor's full
 quality before any compression is applied.

Live Streaming
Improve the quality of internet video streaming by starting with a clean
 uncompressed video source! Compressing to streaming standards from
 already compressed video will dramatically reduce quality and it will take
 more computer processing resources. Intensity works with all leading
 streaming software so you can capture video in the highest possible
 quality before applying a single form of compression that suits delivery
 over the web!

True HDMI Digital Connections

Highest Quality Analog Connections
Intensity Shuttle has built-in HDMI and analog video and audio connections, with all inputs on one side

 and all outputs on the other. The analog connections for Intensity Pro and Intensity Extreme are provided with a
breakout cable that is included with each model.

Uncompressed or Compressed Video

DVD and Blu-Ray Authoring
 DVD and Blu-Ray Discs created from uncompressed media are much higher
 quality and look amazing! Intensity can create QuickTime™ and AVI video files
 that are fully compatible with editing and DVD authoring software. Use popular
 software like Encore® to produce incredible looking DVDs and Blu-Ray discs for
 you to keep forever!

Next: Software

Intensity Pro PCIe capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0 USB 3.0 capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $239

Intensity Extreme Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $299
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Final Cut Pro™
Edit in Final Cut Pro™ with Intensity Pro, while using the highest quality uncompressed video, or
 choose DVCPRO HD and ProRes 422, which are higher quality and faster than native HDV. You can
 even use Intensity Pro just for monitoring to HDMI televisions from HDV Final Cut Pro timelines! When
 playing back video, you get full RT Extreme™ real time effects, all with sample accurate AV sync.
 Intensity Pro supports many of the advanced Final Cut Pro™ features such as 10 bit rendering, RT
 Extreme™, and support for ProRes 422, HDV, JPEG, DV, DV50, DV100, 8 & 10 bit uncompressed
 media types.

Avid Media Composer 7™
Avid Media Composer has been the choice of professional editors for over 20 years. The Avid Media
 Composer family of software, including Avid Symphony and Avid NewsCutter, provides fully
 integrated support for Intensity. Capture and playback in full uncompressed quality, or directly in
 Avid DNxHD or other popular compressed video formats. Media Composer 7 has fast and familiar
 operation and it’s new 64 bit architecture plays back complex layered effects in real time. Intensity
 lets you capture, edit, monitor and playback with Media Composer 7, making it the perfect choice for
 professionals who need the best Avid workflow on Mac OS X and Windows 8.

Adobe® Premiere Pro® CC
On Windows, Blackmagic's full resolution (1920 x 1080) professional quality compressed HD codec
 can capture JPEG AVI files in real time using Premiere Pro. Unlike HDV and DVCPRO HD which uses
 reduced resolution 1440 x 1080 video, Blackmagic's Online JPEG maintains the full resolution 1920 x
 1080 resolution of HD video without the huge file size of uncompressed HD video. Blackmagic's
 Online JPEG is so efficient that full motion 1080i HD video can be recorded at only 12 MB per second
 vs. a massive 119 MB per second for uncompressed HD video.

After Effects® CC
Intensity even allows high end design and effects work, great for the special effects you've always
 wanted in Independent Films, use After Effects® CC, Combustion™, Photoshop® CC and more.
 Intensity also includes an RGB QuickTime™ preview output for After Effects and Fusion™. And, you
 can always preview on the video-out interactively as you design and then play pre-renders using real
 time ram preview. When rendering your project, processing quality using the Blackmagic codec is full
 16 bit, so you always get the advantage of uncompressed video.

Photoshop® CC
Intensity includes special Photoshop plug-ins, so you can directly capture and output still frames from
 within Photoshop. Outputting Photoshop graphics from Intensity lets you see the correct color and
 the effects of video interlace and field movement. Intensity uses the correct video levels so you can't
 get illegal 100% RGB video levels eliminating, surprises when graphics are displayed!

Sony Vegas Pro
Sony Vegas Pro works seamlessly with Intensity Pro and Shuttle for an incredible SD and HD editing
 experience! Use powerful video effects and versatile audio editing tools while previewing your work in
 real time even with full HD projects! Capture up to 10 bit uncompressed so you can start with the
 best possible image quality for your Blu-ray Disc creation or Windows Media 9 content distribution.

Disk Speed Test
Configuring a high speed disk array for high speed uncompressed high definition video is getting
 easier. Even SATA disks can be connected together for low cost arrays with amazing speed and
 capacity. Use Disk Speed Test (included free) to get a great real world indication of your disk array
 performance. Reported in a simple frames per second count, Disk Speed Test uses long sustained
 block transfers just like capturing and playing video, so it's more accurate than generic disk test
 utilities.

Use the software you love!
Intensity works with the software you love to use! Use DirectShow™ and QuickTime™ software, or the World's most popular editing software
 such as Media Composer™, Final Cut Pro™ and Adobe® Premiere Pro® CC. You also get Photoshop® CC plug-ins to grab and output frames,
 plus real time preview in After Effects® CC and Nuke™. No other cards support more software on Windows, Mac OS X or Linux, so you have

 the freedom to work with your favorite tools!

Blackmagic Utilities Included!
Intensity also includes Blackmagic LiveKey and Blackmagic Disk Speed Test™. LiveKey lets you insert logos and other graphics in real time
 using SDI outputs. Disk Speed Test checks your disk array and gives you an easy to understand speed test with the results in video frames

 per second!

Blackmagic Media Express Included!
Blackmagic Media Express is free software that comes with every Intensity model. Media Express lets you batch capture and playback in

 uncompressed YUV and RGB QuickTime, AVI and DPX, or compressed ProRes, DVCPRO and MJPEG files. You can create your own playlist,
 organize clip bins and add additional metadata. Media Express is perfect for software applications that don't support direct capture and

 playback with tape decks from within the software itself. Media Express supports XML and CMX EDL import and export, plus frame accurate
 deck control via RS-422. Media Express is a complete solution for capture and playback!
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Playlist in Playback Mode
You can load in a huge number of clips for
 review. Use DPX, MJPEG, uncompressed YUV
 and RGB, ProRes, DVCPRO HD all in the same
 playlist.

Realtime Preview
Preview your clips with full frame rate for
 accurate review.

Audio Metering
With Media Express you can select any of the
 16 audio channels. Simply click on the audio
 you want to hear.

Capture, Play or Master
Capture on the fly. Play back single or multiple
 clips. Master to tape via insert or assemble
 editing.

Dynamic Playlist Search
Organizing your playlist has never been easier
 with Media Express' dynamic playlist search.
 Even if you have 1,000 clips, you'll always find
 the right clip.

Clip Information
Now you can see all the important detail
 information of your clip, including frame size,
 frame rate, color space, format and codec.

Easy Grab Frame Tool
Media Express makes grabbing frames of your
 video easy. When the frame you want is
 displayed in the preview window, just hit Grab
 Frame.

Next: Media Express

Intensity Pro PCIe capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0 USB 3.0 capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $239

Intensity Extreme Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $299
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Media Express is included with all Blackmagic Design capture and playback
 solutions and is packed full of features to help you manage and organize
 your project’s video media. Media Express is designed to work with all
 DeckLink, Intensity, UltraStudio and Multibridge models and replaces the
 need to install expensive software on to machines that you use for video
 capture and playback!

Media Express is perfect for working with software that does not support
 video capture from within the application. You can install Media Express
 software on every computer you use and compatibility with Mac OS X,
 Windows and Linux gives you unlimited flexibility. There are lots of smart
 features that make it simple to work with compressed and uncompressed
 video in 2D and even dual stream 3D!

Compressed and uncompressed
Capture from VTRs with RS-422 control or from
 cameras and live sources. Supports uncompressed
 YUV and RGB QuickTime, AVI and DPX, plus
 compressed ProRes, DVCPRO, MJPEG formats.

Log and capture
Log clips with timecode in and out points, batch
 capture from an EDL or import from XML. Plus you
 can add searchable metadata including Name,
 Description, Reel, Scene, Take and Angle.

Playback with playlists
Make your own custom playlists and load a huge
 number of clips for playback. You can mix ProRes,
 DNxHD, Uncompressed YUV and RGB, DVCPRO HD
 and more all in the same playlist!

Create custom bins
Create as many bins as you need for organizing and
 managing your project media. Separate clips by day,
 location, take or angle. Get complete control of
 every video clip in every project!

Pick your favorites
Choose your best clips and mark them as ‘favorites’,
 then apply a filter to view only these clips in your
 media list! Clips marked as favorites are highlighted
 with a yellow star for easy reference.

Full clip information
Click list view to see video formats, audio channels,
 timecode in and out points, duration and logging
 information. Everything you need to know in one
 easy click!

Dual stream capture
Media Express is perfect for Blackmagic Design
 hardware that supports dual stream 3D capture.
 Create separate left and right eye files from two
 simultaneous HD-SDI streams!

3D file indicator
Separate left and right eye clips are connected by a
 3D indicator in either Thumbnail or Timecode list
 view. Now it's easy to identify 3D clips in your
 media list without having to find these files!

Preview 3D playback
Left and right eye clips are played side by side in
 video preview to show you’re working with 3D
 material. You can even ‘swap eyes’ if clips have
 been loaded the wrong way around!

Media Express lets you capture, organize and
 playback all your project media!

Capture and playback video with complete control!

Managing video content has never been so easy!

Create amazing quality dual stream 3D productions!

Compressed and uncompressed

Create custom bins
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Edit to tape
Media Express is perfect for mastering projects to
 decks that use tapes or disks! Use Assemble or
 Insert edit modes and set VTR pre-roll and offsets
 all from within the application!

Audio Track Monitoring
Audio meters display the levels for up to 16
 channels of audio during capture and playback. You
 can turn tracks on and off during capture, playback
 and mastering processes.

Grab Frame Stills
Grab perfect digital quality still images in full
 resolution. Click the camera icon in either log and
 capture or playback mode to save a still frame from
 the video preview window!

Mac, Windows, Linux
Now you can use the highest quality video capture
 and playback software on every computer you work
 with! Install Media Express for free on all your Mac,
 Windows and Linux machines!

A complete capture and playback solution!

Dual stream capture

Next: Models

Intensity Pro PCIe capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0 USB 3.0 capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $239

Intensity Extreme Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $299
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Intensity Pro - $199
Intensity Pro is the world’s first HDMI and analog component, NTSC/PAL and S-Video PCIe
 capture and playback card for Windows, Mac OS X and Linux computers. Intensity Pro is great
 for HDTV or standard definition editing using big screen televisions and video projectors.
 Intensity Pro works with uncompressed SD or HD video, and compressed codecs such as
 DNxHD, ProRes, DVCPRO HD, DVCPRO 50, JPEG, HDV and DV! Intensity Pro is a professional
 editing card featuring maximum real time effects in Avid Media Composer 6™, Apple Final
 Cut Pro™ and Adobe® Premiere Pro® CC, with full support for both uncompressed and
 compressed AVI and QuickTime files. Intensity Pro also has full integration with After
 Effects® CC and Photoshop® CC.

Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0 - $199
Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0, the world’s first 10 bit HD/SD editing solution for USB 3.0
 computers! Simply plug in Intensity Shuttle and get access to incredible quality 10 bit HDMI,
 analog component, composite and s-video capture and playback. Intensity Shuttle’s
 innovative design is compact and portable, plus you can plug inline with your cables because
 input connections are on one side, and output connections on the other! Intensity Shuttle
 powers from the USB 3.0 connection so you don’t need cumbersome power supplies.
 Intensity Shuttle comes ready with advanced video technology such as HDMI and 1080p
 electronics, so it will grow as faster high performance USB 3.0 computers are released in the
 future!

Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ - $239
Intensity Shuttle is now available with incredibly fast Thunderbolt™ technology. Capture and
 playback the highest quality SD and HD video in full 10-bit quality, with HDMI, analog
 component, composite and S-Video connections. Intensity Shuttle’s innovative design is
 compact and portable, plus you can plug inline with your cables because input connections
 are on one side, and output connections on the other! Intensity Shuttle is powered over the
 Thunderbolt™ cable so you don’t need cumbersome power supplies. Intensity Shuttle uses
 the same high quality electronics as Blackmagic Design's high end capture and playback
 solutions.

Intensity Extreme - $299
Intensity Extreme, the World’s first HD/SD editing solution to feature lightning fast
 Thunderbolt™ technology. Simply plug in Intensity Extreme to get incredible quality HDMI,
 component video, s-video and composite capture and playback for Thunderbolt™ based
 computers. The perfect solution for videographers, Intensity Extreme includes SD/HD
 capture and playback in compressed and uncompressed video quality. Better still, this
 revolutionary new device is compatible with Avid Media Composer 6™, Final Cut Pro™,
 Adobe® Premiere Pro® CC, After Effects® CC, Nuke™, DaVinci Resolve and more.

The Intensity Models

Next: Users

Intensity Pro PCIe capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0 USB 3.0 capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $239

Intensity Extreme Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $299
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Date 13 August 2013
Tags Education, Internet Content

“Delivering the best education to all!”
KiBAN International gives everyone the opportunity to teach or learn at a low cost using video
 technology.
Read more >

Date 24 June 2013
Tags Color Correction, Post Production

Skateboarding over the Great Wall: Telling Danny Way’s Story with DaVinci
 Resolve and Bandito Brothers’ “Waiting for Lightning”
Blackmagic Design helps Bandito Brothers bring legendary skateboarder Danny Way's story to life.
Read more >

Date 23 January 2013
Tags Broadcast, Live Production

Ensworth High School Video Board Lights Up the Night with ATEM 1 M/E
 Production Switcher
ATEM 1 M/E Production Switcher enabled Ensworth High School to broadcast HD footage of football
 games to a 28'x16' video board at the school and online to fans across the country on a limited
 budget.
Read more >

Date 10 December 2012
Tags Broadcast, Live Production

Green Broadcasting: Italy’s First Ever Electric OB Van
 IcarusNet Technical Director, Giovanni Benassi, talks about Italy's first entirely electric OB van, with a
 behind the scenes look at the workflow used and how Blackmagic Design was used. Read more >

Date 14 August 2012
Tags Broadcast, Internet Content

Japan’s Fairway Corporation uses Blackmagic Design ATEM 1 M/E to help
 create visionwave®
Being enthusiastic about building their own equipment and systems, Fairway Corpration don't hesitate
 to customize products if they believe it will  ensure service always meets their clients' needs.
Read more >

Amazing Creative Stories from Industry Leaders!

Next: Tech Specs

Intensity Pro PCIe capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0 USB 3.0 capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $239

Intensity Extreme Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $299
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Compare Intensity Products

Intensity Pro Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0

Connections

Analog Video Input Component, NTSC, PAL or S-Video. Independent connections for component and composite and
 s-video.

Analog Video Output Component, NTSC, PAL or S-Video. Independent connections for component and composite and
 s-video.

HDMI Video Input 1 x HDMI type A connector 1 x HDMI type A connector

HDMI Video Output 1 x HDMI type A connector 1 x HDMI type A connector

Analog Audio Input 2 Channel RCA HiFi audio in 24 bit. 2 Channel RCA HiFi audio in 24 bit.

Analog Audio Output 2 Channel RCA HiFi audio in 24 bit. 2 Channel RCA HiFi audio in 24 bit.

HDMI Audio Input 2 Channels. 8 Channels.

HDMI Audio Output 2 Channels. 8 Channels.

SPDIF Audio Output 2 Channel 24 bit. None

Dual Rate support HDMI and Analog Component switches between high
 definition and standard definition.

HDMI and Analog Component switches between high
 definition and standard definition.

Device Control None. FireWire may be used for controlling some cameras. None. FireWire may be used for controlling some cameras.

Supported HDMI Formats 525 NTSC, 625 PAL, 720HD and 1080HD switchable. 525 NTSC, 625 PAL, 720HD and 1080HD switchable.

Computer Interface PCI Express 1 lane, compatible with 1, 4, 8 and 16 lane PCIe
 slots.

USB 3.0

Standards

SD Format Support 625i/50 PAL and 525i/59.94 NTSC. 625i/50, 625p PAL and 525i/59.94, 525p NTSC, 480p.

HD Format Support 1080i50, 1080i59.94, 1080i60, 1080p23.98, 1080p24,
 1080p25, 1080p29.97, 1080p30, 720p50, 720p59.94 and
 720p60.

1080i50, 1080i59.94, 1080i60, 1080p23.98, 1080p24,
 1080p25, 1080p29.97, 1080p30, 720p50, 720p59.94 and
 720p60.

HDMI Video Sampling 4:2:2 4:2:2

HDMI Audio Sampling Television standard sample rate of 48 kHz and 24 bit. Television standard sample rate of 48 kHz and 24 bit.

HDMI Color Space YUV 4:2:2 YUV 4:2:2

HDMI Color Precision 4:2:2 4:2:2

Copy Protection HDMI input is unable to capture from copy protected HDMI
 sources. Always confirm copyright ownership before capture
 or distribution of content.

HDMI input is unable to capture from copy protected HDMI
 sources. Always confirm copyright ownership before capture
 or distribution of content.

Processing

Colorspace Conversion Hardware based real time. Hardware based real time.

HD Down Conversion Software based down conversion during video playback. Software based down conversion during video playback.

HD Up Conversion Real time standard definition to 1080HD and 720HD during
 video capture.

Real time standard definition to 1080HD and 720HD during
 video capture.

Real Time Effects Apple Final Cut Pro™ internal effects. Adobe® Premiere Pro®
 CC Mercury Playback Engine effects. Avid Media Composer
 internal effects.

Adobe® Premiere Pro® CC Mercury Playback Engine effects.
 Avid Media Composer internal effects.

Extras

Software Included Media Express, Disk Speed Test, Blackmagic System
 Preferences and Blackmagic driver.

Media Express, Disk Speed Test, Blackmagic System
 Preferences and Blackmagic driver.

Internal Software Upgrade Firmware built into software driver. Loaded at system start, or
 via updater software.

Firmware built into software driver. Loaded at system start, or
 via updater software.

Physical Installation PCI Express 1 lane, compatible with 1,4,8,16 lane PCI Express
 slots on Mac OS X, Windows 7 and Linux. Please check the
 Support pages to see the full system requirements.

USB 3.0. Requires an x58 based motherboard with onboard
 USB 3.0, or a USB 3.0 PCI Express card and an x58 or P55
 series motherboard. Does not support USB 2.0 capture and
 playback. Please check the Support pages to see the full
 system requirements.

Operating System Compatibility Mac OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion, Mac OS X 10.9 Mavericks or
 later, Windows 7 or Windows 8, Linux.

Windows 7

Product Warranty 12 Months Limited Warranty. 12 Months Limited Warranty.

Next: How to Buy

Intensity Pro PCIe capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0 USB 3.0 capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $239

Intensity Extreme Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $299
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Intensity Pro - $199
Intensity Pro is the world’s first HDMI and analog component, NTSC/PAL and S-Video PCIe
 capture and playback card for Windows, Mac OS X and Linux computers. Intensity Pro is great
 for HDTV or standard definition editing using big screen televisions and video projectors.
 Intensity Pro works with uncompressed SD or HD video, and compressed codecs such as
 DNxHD, ProRes, DVCPRO HD, DVCPRO 50, JPEG, HDV and DV! Intensity Pro is a professional
 editing card featuring maximum real time effects in Avid Media Composer 6™, Apple Final
 Cut Pro™ and Adobe® Premiere Pro® CC, with full support for both uncompressed and
 compressed AVI and QuickTime files. Intensity Pro also has full integration with After
 Effects® CC and Photoshop® CC.

Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0 - $199
Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0, the world’s first 10 bit HD/SD editing solution for USB 3.0
 computers! Simply plug in Intensity Shuttle and get access to incredible quality 10 bit HDMI,
 analog component, composite and s-video capture and playback. Intensity Shuttle’s
 innovative design is compact and portable, plus you can plug inline with your cables because
 input connections are on one side, and output connections on the other! Intensity Shuttle
 powers from the USB 3.0 connection so you don’t need cumbersome power supplies.
 Intensity Shuttle comes ready with advanced video technology such as HDMI and 1080p
 electronics, so it will grow as faster high performance USB 3.0 computers are released in the
 future!

Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ - $239
Intensity Shuttle is now available with incredibly fast Thunderbolt™ technology. Capture and
 playback the highest quality SD and HD video in full 10-bit quality, with HDMI, analog
 component, composite and S-Video connections. Intensity Shuttle’s innovative design is
 compact and portable, plus you can plug inline with your cables because input connections
 are on one side, and output connections on the other! Intensity Shuttle is powered over the
 Thunderbolt™ cable so you don’t need cumbersome power supplies. Intensity Shuttle uses
 the same high quality electronics as Blackmagic Design's high end capture and playback
 solutions.

Intensity Extreme - $299
Intensity Extreme, the World’s first HD/SD editing solution to feature lightning fast
 Thunderbolt™ technology. Simply plug in Intensity Extreme to get incredible quality HDMI,
 component video, s-video and composite capture and playback for Thunderbolt™ based
 computers. The perfect solution for videographers, Intensity Extreme includes SD/HD
 capture and playback in compressed and uncompressed video quality. Better still, this
 revolutionary new device is compatible with Avid Media Composer 6™, Final Cut Pro™,
 Adobe® Premiere Pro® CC, After Effects® CC, Nuke™, DaVinci Resolve and more.

The Intensity Models

Next: Users

Intensity Pro PCIe capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0 USB 3.0 capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $239

Intensity Extreme Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $299
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Intensity features the highest quality HDMI input and output connections.
 HDMI is the worldwide standard for connecting digital consumer video
 equipment like cameras, set-top boxes and disk recorders. Intensity's
 HDMI output is perfect for monitoring full HD, HDV and even DV editing
 projects on the latest big screen TVs and HD video projectors! HDMI
 includes your audio, so you can connect to your TV with a single cable!

HDV and DV use heavy compression. This increases the load on your
 computer's CPU as editing software decodes the video just to display each
 frame. Working with uncompressed video leaves the CPU free for real time
 effects and your system will feel snappy and fast to use. As uncompressed
 HD requires a fast disk array, Intensity also works with compressed video
 that's higher quality than HDV. You can also use popular editing software
 codecs like Apple ProRes and Avid DNxHD.

Full HD Resolution
Intensity captures full HD images with 1920 x 1080 pixels for every video
 frame. HDV reduces the image size to 1440 pixels wide due to the
 limitations of camera storage and the data transfer speed of FireWire.
 Modern video cameras have built-in HDMI output and you can directly
 capture from the camera's image sensor. Now you can get professional
 quality images from low cost cameras and record the image sensor's full
 quality before any compression is applied.

Live Streaming
Improve the quality of internet video streaming by starting with a clean
 uncompressed video source! Compressing to streaming standards from
 already compressed video will dramatically reduce quality and it will take
 more computer processing resources. Intensity works with all leading
 streaming software so you can capture video in the highest possible
 quality before applying a single form of compression that suits delivery
 over the web!

True HDMI Digital Connections

Highest Quality Analog Connections
Intensity Shuttle has built-in HDMI and analog video and audio connections, with all inputs on one side

 and all outputs on the other. The analog connections for Intensity Pro and Intensity Extreme are provided with a
breakout cable that is included with each model.

Uncompressed or Compressed Video

DVD and Blu-Ray Authoring
 DVD and Blu-Ray Discs created from uncompressed media are much higher
 quality and look amazing! Intensity can create QuickTime™ and AVI video files
 that are fully compatible with editing and DVD authoring software. Use popular
 software like Encore® to produce incredible looking DVDs and Blu-Ray discs for
 you to keep forever!

Next: Software

Intensity Pro PCIe capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0 USB 3.0 capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $239

Intensity Extreme Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $299
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Final Cut Pro™
Edit in Final Cut Pro™ with Intensity Pro, while using the highest quality uncompressed video, or
 choose DVCPRO HD and ProRes 422, which are higher quality and faster than native HDV. You can
 even use Intensity Pro just for monitoring to HDMI televisions from HDV Final Cut Pro timelines! When
 playing back video, you get full RT Extreme™ real time effects, all with sample accurate AV sync.
 Intensity Pro supports many of the advanced Final Cut Pro™ features such as 10 bit rendering, RT
 Extreme™, and support for ProRes 422, HDV, JPEG, DV, DV50, DV100, 8 & 10 bit uncompressed
 media types.

Avid Media Composer 7™
Avid Media Composer has been the choice of professional editors for over 20 years. The Avid Media
 Composer family of software, including Avid Symphony and Avid NewsCutter, provides fully
 integrated support for Intensity. Capture and playback in full uncompressed quality, or directly in
 Avid DNxHD or other popular compressed video formats. Media Composer 7 has fast and familiar
 operation and it’s new 64 bit architecture plays back complex layered effects in real time. Intensity
 lets you capture, edit, monitor and playback with Media Composer 7, making it the perfect choice for
 professionals who need the best Avid workflow on Mac OS X and Windows 8.

Adobe® Premiere Pro® CC
On Windows, Blackmagic's full resolution (1920 x 1080) professional quality compressed HD codec
 can capture JPEG AVI files in real time using Premiere Pro. Unlike HDV and DVCPRO HD which uses
 reduced resolution 1440 x 1080 video, Blackmagic's Online JPEG maintains the full resolution 1920 x
 1080 resolution of HD video without the huge file size of uncompressed HD video. Blackmagic's
 Online JPEG is so efficient that full motion 1080i HD video can be recorded at only 12 MB per second
 vs. a massive 119 MB per second for uncompressed HD video.

After Effects® CC
Intensity even allows high end design and effects work, great for the special effects you've always
 wanted in Independent Films, use After Effects® CC, Combustion™, Photoshop® CC and more.
 Intensity also includes an RGB QuickTime™ preview output for After Effects and Fusion™. And, you
 can always preview on the video-out interactively as you design and then play pre-renders using real
 time ram preview. When rendering your project, processing quality using the Blackmagic codec is full
 16 bit, so you always get the advantage of uncompressed video.

Photoshop® CC
Intensity includes special Photoshop plug-ins, so you can directly capture and output still frames from
 within Photoshop. Outputting Photoshop graphics from Intensity lets you see the correct color and
 the effects of video interlace and field movement. Intensity uses the correct video levels so you can't
 get illegal 100% RGB video levels eliminating, surprises when graphics are displayed!

Sony Vegas Pro
Sony Vegas Pro works seamlessly with Intensity Pro and Shuttle for an incredible SD and HD editing
 experience! Use powerful video effects and versatile audio editing tools while previewing your work in
 real time even with full HD projects! Capture up to 10 bit uncompressed so you can start with the
 best possible image quality for your Blu-ray Disc creation or Windows Media 9 content distribution.

Disk Speed Test
Configuring a high speed disk array for high speed uncompressed high definition video is getting
 easier. Even SATA disks can be connected together for low cost arrays with amazing speed and
 capacity. Use Disk Speed Test (included free) to get a great real world indication of your disk array
 performance. Reported in a simple frames per second count, Disk Speed Test uses long sustained
 block transfers just like capturing and playing video, so it's more accurate than generic disk test
 utilities.

Use the software you love!
Intensity works with the software you love to use! Use DirectShow™ and QuickTime™ software, or the World's most popular editing software
 such as Media Composer™, Final Cut Pro™ and Adobe® Premiere Pro® CC. You also get Photoshop® CC plug-ins to grab and output frames,
 plus real time preview in After Effects® CC and Nuke™. No other cards support more software on Windows, Mac OS X or Linux, so you have

 the freedom to work with your favorite tools!

Blackmagic Utilities Included!
Intensity also includes Blackmagic LiveKey and Blackmagic Disk Speed Test™. LiveKey lets you insert logos and other graphics in real time
 using SDI outputs. Disk Speed Test checks your disk array and gives you an easy to understand speed test with the results in video frames

 per second!

Blackmagic Media Express Included!
Blackmagic Media Express is free software that comes with every Intensity model. Media Express lets you batch capture and playback in

 uncompressed YUV and RGB QuickTime, AVI and DPX, or compressed ProRes, DVCPRO and MJPEG files. You can create your own playlist,
 organize clip bins and add additional metadata. Media Express is perfect for software applications that don't support direct capture and

 playback with tape decks from within the software itself. Media Express supports XML and CMX EDL import and export, plus frame accurate
 deck control via RS-422. Media Express is a complete solution for capture and playback!
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Playlist in Playback Mode
You can load in a huge number of clips for
 review. Use DPX, MJPEG, uncompressed YUV
 and RGB, ProRes, DVCPRO HD all in the same
 playlist.

Realtime Preview
Preview your clips with full frame rate for
 accurate review.

Audio Metering
With Media Express you can select any of the
 16 audio channels. Simply click on the audio
 you want to hear.

Capture, Play or Master
Capture on the fly. Play back single or multiple
 clips. Master to tape via insert or assemble
 editing.

Dynamic Playlist Search
Organizing your playlist has never been easier
 with Media Express' dynamic playlist search.
 Even if you have 1,000 clips, you'll always find
 the right clip.

Clip Information
Now you can see all the important detail
 information of your clip, including frame size,
 frame rate, color space, format and codec.

Easy Grab Frame Tool
Media Express makes grabbing frames of your
 video easy. When the frame you want is
 displayed in the preview window, just hit Grab
 Frame.

Next: Media Express

Intensity Pro PCIe capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for USB 3.0 USB 3.0 capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $199

Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt™ Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $239

Intensity Extreme Thunderbolt™ capture and playback in HDMI and analog. $299
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